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Church Retreat in Monteret     By Maureen Gumbe   

                            

Once again the domain of Monteret, nestled in the woods in St. Cergue, was the venue for 
our 2014 annual Congregational Retreat. The surrounding woods provide an open space 
for walking and conversation. This annual event (which began in 2004) was held on Friday, 
September 26 (evening) to Saturday 27 (afternoon).  
 
This year’s theme for the retreat was hospitality, and its goals were to help the congregation in building a 
community, and in growing in our comfort and readiness in engaging newcomers to this lively community of 
ours. Luke’s story as written in the Book of Acts, Chapter 8, vs., 26-29:  
 
But an angel of the Lord said to Philip, "Rise and go toward the south to the road that goes down from Jerusalem to Gaza." 
This is a desert road. And he rose and went. And behold, an Ethiopian, a eunuch, a minister of the Can'dace, queen of the 
Ethiopians, in charge of all her treasure, had come to Jerusalem to worship  and was returning; seated in his chariot, he 
was reading the prophet Isaiah. And the spirit said to Philip, "Go up and join this chariot." 
 
This passage was used throughout the worship sessions, reflections, conversations and ensuing activities.   
 
Friday evening began with a pot luck 
dinner, including Valerie’s delicious 
soups, and those present settled in 
for worship and the surprises the 
organizing committee had concocted. 
One surprise came in the form of 
“speed-mingling” where two circles 
were formed, one inside the other, 
and short questions aimed at getting 
to know each other better were 
distributed, and we moved quickly 
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from person to person asking and responding to them. 
Evening prayer led by Pastor Andy followed, with readings from psalm 4, songs and the first reading of the 
Bible passage from Acts.  
“Hospitality is partly opening a space for someone else.  Led by the Spirit Philip makes space for the questions 
of a stranger, a foreigner.  The Ethiopian makes space for Philip to tell him about Christ. With the baptism 
Philip marks a space for the Ethiopian within the Christian community.” Pastor Andy.  
 
A ball of yarn was used symbolically during prayer.  
 

We woke up to a very pleasant day on Saturday which 
boded well for outdoor activities. 
 Morning Prayer was led by Pastor Andy: 
“Christian hospitality marks our gathering. As we begin 
this day, we acknowledge that hospitality begins with 
God. The circle around God is always expanding, 
making room for more. God makes space for us and 
invites us to make space for others, whether we are 
extrovert or introvert, effusive or timid, agitated or 
quiet. A welcoming God invites us to welcome others 
into the realm of light. 
We worship in the name of the Blessed Trinity, one God, 
now and forever. Amen. 

 
During prayer we held pieces of yarn. Reflection followed on the text from Acts.  
 
Conversations on the day’s theme were held in separate 
groups, including the children who had activities 
specially planned for them. We were invited to take our 
pieces of yarn with us during the course of the day, to tie 
a knot each time we had an encounter which we wanted 
to remember, “Our call to a hospitality that reached 
beyond ourselves for the sake of God’s love.”  
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After lunch the group set off for a walk in the woods where stations were set up with questions for discussion 
around the theme, for example:  

Have you ever felt like God directed you to a 
“wilderness road”? What was the experience like for 
you? 
How would you describe the way Philip approaches the 
stranger on the road? (Bold? Confrontational?  
Easy going? Something else?) 
Can you think of a time when you’ve been put  

together with someone very different from you?  
What was that experience like for you? 
If Philip is representative of the church,  
what sort of ministry are we called to? 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
The highlight of the day was the closing worship, where we sat in a circle and told of a remarkable encounter 
with another, spoke the name of the person, told a bit of what significant information was exchanged, then 
extended our piece of yarn to that person. An intricate web of yarn was woven, linking people together, 
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sometimes a person’s name was called several times, indicating the numbers of encounters made. During the 
service the passage from Acts was read for the third time, more reflection continued followed by the Holy 
Sacrament.  

Our voices, in song and conversation, the joy of children 
at play, resounded in the woods of Monterey. The 
Church has been described frequently as a being a 
“Sunday only” one. This annual retreat provides the time 
and space for all members of the congregation to come 
together in community, to actively participate in 
meaningful activities beyond the walls of our over three 
hundred-year-old building. It is one of the events in the 

Church calendar year that should not be missed. So let 
us set aside the last weekend in September, or there 
about, each year for this engaging, inspiring, joyful and 
remarkable event.  

 
On behalf of those present, I would like to extend my 
heartfelt thanks and appreciation to all the members of 
the organizing committee for having devoted their time 
and effort in planning a memorable retreat.            Special 
thanks to Pastor Andy, this being his first participation at 
our Congregation’s “time of play around issues of 
concern,” and also to Valerie, who because of her 

dedication to feeding us all, missed a great deal of the “fun.”   
 
I would like to conclude with Pastor Andy’s words: “The net we make can never be finished. It must always 
become more and more inclusive. We take one final time to roll out the yarn,  
but at the same time leaving ends untied, strings left 
over, love still to share. 
We take a moment for someone to take a picture 
with us all around.     
If we let go the net will collapse. There are some 
pegs.    
We can help each other put the pegs in the ground 
and then attach the yarn to them.    
It becomes an image of this day together. But it is 
not finished.    
We mark this moment. 
We were here together. 
We rejoiced in learning of each other.” 
 
Amen.  
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Bearing Witness: Iraq August 2014   By Peter Prove  

In the midst of the crowd of displaced people around me at the Assyrian Church 
of the East in Dohuk, northern Iraq, was a girl who shyly but still determinedly 

pressed forward through the throng. I was 
listening to story after sad story from these people 
displaced from Mosul and the villages of the 
Nineveh Plain who had fled from the Da’ash – the Arabic acronym for 
what English speakers know as “Islamic State,” ISIS or ISIL. But this 14-
year-old girl clearly wanted to be part of the exchange, so I turned to 
her, a representative of the next generation of the ancient Christian 
communities of this region, and asked her what she thought about the 
future. Her eyes flashed down, and then back up to me.  “There is no 

future,” she said simply. “The Da’ash came, and destroyed our future.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbnRkIPV9JY&list=PLI22eVXX9FYmx8TzMPl37cBfXUFRYEL
mL&index=1 

In late August, together with my colleague Carla Khijoyan and 
a US-based communications consultant Gregg Brekke, I visited 
northern Iraq for the World Council of Churches (WCC). Our 
purpose was to understand better the situation and to bring 
back testimonies from people affected by the unprecedented 
and traumatic events of mid-2014 in which ISIS swept from 
Syria into Iraq, taking Mosul – (Iraq’s second-largest city), 
without a fight, and declaring an Islamic Caliphate. These 
stunning territorial gains were marked by exceptional brutality by ISIS fighters, particularly against 
Yazidis, Christians, other religious minorities and indeed everyone and anyone who differed from 
ISIS’s extremist version of Sunni Islam. The siege of the Yazidis on Sinjar Mountain captured 
international media attention, and led eventually to international military action to prevent what 
would assuredly have been a genocidal massacre.  

We travelled to Erbil, the capital of the Kurdistan Region, the semi-autonomous 
province of northern Iraq to which more than 800,000 fled from the onslaught of 
ISIS, adding massively to the pre-existing caseload of refugees and displaced 
people who had already found refuge there following previous spasms of violence. 
In Erbil, we met with church leaders from many of the church traditions 
represented in the region – the Chaldean Catholic, the Syrian Orthodox, the Syrian 
Catholic and the Armenian Orthodox churches. Every church we visited was 
providing refuge in their buildings and compounds to IDPs (internally displaced 
persons), not only to people of their own traditions but many people from other 
communities targeted by ISIS.  

In the compound of the Syrian Catholic church in Erbil, for example, we met displaced people from 
the Yazidi community – an ancient Zoroastrian religious group – and from Sufi Muslim minority 
groups, as well as Christians. There we were received by Mgr Yohanna Petros Mouche, who had 
himself fled from Mosul, and who was now living and working around the clock in a ship container 
in the church grounds, struggling to care for the 650 families encamped there, and to determine the 
fate of others who had been unable to escape from their homes in time.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbnRkIPV9JY&list=PLI22eVXX9FYmx8TzMPl37cBfXUFRYELmL&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KbnRkIPV9JY&list=PLI22eVXX9FYmx8TzMPl37cBfXUFRYELmL&index=1
http://photos.oikoumene.org/pages/preview.php?ref=104835&ext=jpg&k=&search=!collection3672&offset=0&order_by=relevance&sort=DESC&archive=0&
http://photos.oikoumene.org/pages/preview.php?ref=104837&ext=jpg&k=&search=!collection3672&offset=0&order_by=relevance&sort=DESC&archive=0&
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Our guide, companion and guardian angel throughout our visit was Fr Avak (not his real name), an 
Armenian Orthodox priest – a man of the most profound gentleness and humanity – also from Mosul. 
He described the final – almost biblical – exodus of the entire Christian community of that city, which 
has known a continuous Christian presence and witness since the dawn of the Christian era. The 
journey to Erbil – a distance of some 70 kilometres – took 13 hours, due to the vast numbers of people 
fleeing all at once. Fr Avak brought with him the young daughters of a local Christian family, having 
disguised them in Muslim dress to protect them from being taken by ISIS fighters. He himself dressed 
as an imam, with his long beard also serving as part of the disguise. With dark glee, he spoke of 
himself as the “Christian Da’ash.” At one point on the road journey from Erbil to Dohuk, Fr Avak 
pointed to a low hill not more than 500 metres away, and said, “On the other side of that hill are 
Da’ash people. Would you like to go to meet them?” His black humour surfaced again when, while 

posing with us for a photograph, he told the photographer to take 
the picture from our necks down, as evidence that we had visited 
the Da’ash.  

In Dohuk, we had the privilege of seeing the work of CAPNI 
(Christian Aid Program for Northern Iraq – which has however 
no relation to Christian Aid in the UK, but is an important local 
partner of Lutheran World Federation and other ACT Alliance 
members), led by Archimandrite Emmanuel Youkhana. Fr 

Emmanuel had returned to Iraq to help in the response to this crisis, after having spent many years in 
Germany where he was given asylum when he was targeted for assassination by the regime of 
Saddam Hussein.   

Fr Emmanuel took us to the Yazidi village of Khanke, near Mosul Dam, which had then just recently 
been retaken from ISIS. Here Yazidi IDPs had swollen the population from an original 20,000 to more 
than 120,000. CAPNI was heavily engaged in providing humanitarian supplies and support to these 
people, and we heard many excruciating stories of the special degree of violence and cruelty ISIS had 
reserved for Yazidi “infidels.” One man told us through barely restrained tears of the massacre by ISIS 
fighters of a group of elderly and infirm people – including his own parents – who had stayed in their 
village when the others fled. The man’s brother had gone back to find them, but “he found only 
bodies.”  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z0tewY4LNf0&list=PLI22eVXX9FYmx8TzMPl37cBfX
UFRYELmL&index=3 

It was also with Fr Emmanuel that we visited the people sheltering at the Assyrian Church of the East 
in Dohuk, where we met the 14-year-old girl. There we also spoke to a man named Ayad (his real 
name) who was the last person to flee from his village. Ayad described betrayal and displacement by 
neighbours and friends, a bitter experience common to many of the 
uprooted people we spoke to. He reported how local Muslim 
people took over his village and expelled or detained their Christian 
neighbours, even before the arrival of Islamic State fighters.   

“We lived for many years with our neighbours”, he said. “My own 
neighbour was next to me for 16 years. We shared weddings, 
condolences, food and drink together. In the space of half an hour 
he turned against me, saying I am a Nazarene, a non-believer. They 
identified the Christian houses, writing the letter N on them, meaning ‘Nazarene.’” Ayad spoke also 
of his concern for four Christian families who had stayed in the village after he left. “These are poor 

http://photos.oikoumene.org/pages/preview.php?ref=104801&ext=jpg&k=&search=!collection3672&offset=0&order_by=relevance&sort=DESC&archive=0&
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people who couldn’t flee…We are here safe, we have food and water, but we don’t know what their 
fate is. Are they still alive in there? Are they killed? We don’t know.” Asked whether we should 
conceal his face and name for fear of reprisals, Ayad replied emphatically, “Let all the world and all 
people see my face and know our story. Even if this threatens my life I am ready to sacrifice my life, 
for the sake of my people, the Christians and the churches.” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rs0tsqCu77k&index=4&list=PLI22eVXX9FYmx8TzMPl37cBfXU
FRYELmL 

In a sign of ecumenical hope in the midst of this humanitarian 
disaster, Fr Emmanuel officiated at a joint prayer service in the 
village of Serseng, together with clergy and community members 
from the Syrian Orthodox, Armenian Orthodox and Chaldean 
Catholic churches as well as from his own church, the Assyrian 
Church of the East. Since ancient times, the Assyrian Church has 
been regarded by the other churches of the region as Nestorian 
heretics. But as one of the worshippers later remarked to me, 

“Sometimes God sends us such suffering, to help us forget our differences.”  

Almost everyone we met had fled with only the clothes on their backs. Some lucky ones, especially 
among the Christians, were able to find places to stay in Kurdistan with relatives or friends. But most 
were living in tents or other places offering little protection from the cold of winter, which can be very 
harsh in that region. And as far as I know, even now, in the very teeth of the winter season, only about 
a fifth of the IDPs have received adequate “winterization.” For the others, it will be a bitterly cold 
Christmas.   

As for the longer-term, very few of the people we met could imagine returning to their homes without 
effective international protection. But given the lack of international political will to do more than 
conduct a remote bombing campaign, no such protection seems likely to be forthcoming. The 
inevitable alternative is the accelerated departure of minorities – especially Christians – from the 
region. We may have just witnessed the final extinction of the ancient indigenous Christian presence 
in Mosul – one of the Christian faith’s very early homes – if not from some of the smaller communities 
of the Nineveh Plain. And the exodus of the Christians and religious minorities is a tragedy not only 
for members of those communities, but for the future of the entire region. The continued presence of 
the minorities disseminated throughout the region is the best assurance of pluralistic societies and 
democratic development. But now the trend towards geographic sectarianization of the region has 
been greatly accelerated, and this is more likely to be a recipe for permanent war than for peace.  

As Pope Francis has recently remarked, the best and most effective response to ISIS is deepened 
engagement in interfaith dialogue and cooperation, rather than a purely military response. And with 
Al-Azhar University leading efforts within the Muslim world to de-construct ISIS’s perverted version 
of Sunni Islam, and with 126 leading Sunni scholars having issued an open letter in September 
condemning ISIS and its ideology as un-Islamic, there is some hope that in the longer term this 
ideological struggle can yet be won. In the meantime the displaced people of northern Iraq, facing the 
onset of winter and an uncertain future, desperately need our prayers, accompaniment and 
humanitarian support.   

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rs0tsqCu77k&index=4&list=PLI22eVXX9FYmx8TzMPl37cBfXU#FRYELmL
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rs0tsqCu77k&index=4&list=PLI22eVXX9FYmx8TzMPl37cBfXU#FRYELmL
http://photos.oikoumene.org/pages/view.php?ref=104825&search=!collection3672&order_by=relevance&sort=DESC&offset=0&archive=0&k=&curpos=17
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Harvest Festival 2014  

Going once, going twice....Gone!  By Marian Frerichs 

Another Harvest Festival was celebrated at ELCG on 2 November, with 
donations pledged totalling 13,000 CHF. Inaugurated in the '80s as a practical 
way to give thanks to God, the funds raised from the Harvest Festival auction have gone to projects 
suggested by members of the congregation and selected by the Sharing committee.  

Over the years Harvest Fesitval projects supported have included, among others:  roofing a 
kindergarten, buying a digital ultrasonic diagnostic imaging system, funding a prison ministry, a 
weaving project, trauma healing and reconciliation services, children's rights education, sewing 
machines and clothes for skills training, school renovation, and repairing an irrigation system for rice 
fields. The countries receiving funds include: Hungary, Ethiopia, South Africa, India, Palestine, Brazil, 
Burkina Faso, Philippines, Uganda, Burundi, Zimbabwe, Columbia and many more.  

This year's Harvest Festival donations will support two projects: Centro Bartolome de las Casas, in El 
Salvador, which provides training for volunteers working with traumatized young people and 
children; and secondly, in Guadalajara, Spain, the Asociation Guada Acoge, which works with 
undocumented immigrants in the area surrounding Madrid, providing legal assistance and social aid.  

Thanks to all who gave generously this year, to the organizers, and to Jonathan 
Frerichs, auctioneer!  

 

 

 

 

The ELCG  Intermediate Summit Expedition  

By Maarten Wilbers                           (Valais, 20 September 2014)  

What had been sold to us by our 
Congregational mountain goat 
and guru, J. Frerichs, as a 
‘moderate hike in a low vertigo 
environment’ turned (why does 
this surprise me?) into a nine hour climb, necessitating 
urgent navigational intervention by T. ‘GPS’ Fieldsend 
who steered us ably and finally back to base camp.  But 
then, in a wholly unexpected momentary lapse in their 
legendary alpine discipline, Fearless Frerichs and Feisty 
Fieldsend allowed the flagging members of the expedition 
to drop their backpacks and rest their weary bones.  They 

had reached what the indomitable leaders referred to as  ‘the intermediate summit’, but which to the 
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tired troops might just as well have been the peak of Mount Everest, or at the very least, the top of 
Mont Blanc.  There they proceeded to unpack an unblemished, totally unsquashed birthday cake, 
candles, matches (of course!), a Swiss army knife (of course!), streamers, bunting (to be hung between 
branches), balloons (blown up with the last remaining breath) and (thankfully) a bottle of Laphroaig 
single malt whiskey, the effect of whose ten-year ripening process was multiplied tenfold due to the 
considerable altitude to which we had hauled ourselves.  All this festivity in honour of Birthday Boy 
A. Bauer-Moore.   

We will spare the reader further details of the lengthy expedition – suffice it to say that from there 
(Laphroaig) everything went downhill, but our spirits did remain high.  As is the case every year, 
despite the aching limbs, the scraped knees and 
the soleless boots, a great time was had by all.   

And now having survived this latest challenge, 
we look forward to the coming Winter, when the 
Fearless Frerichs Fourth Edition of the Annual 
Congregational Cross-country Ski-tour will be 
held on the perfectly flat slopes (they really are 
quite flat) of Oberwald in the Vallée de 
Conches.  It is there where, as we mere mortals 
trundle along on our rented skis, taking in the 
snow-covered scenery and mentally urging 
ourselves on with thoughts of the traditional 
lunch of sausages, sausages, more sausages and 
beer, Fearless Frerichs and Blazing Bauer -Moore 
zip along effortlessly,  

 

double and triple looping us as they tear up 
the trail.  But come evening, all will be equal 
again (the last shall be first and the first shall 
be last, right Pastor?) as we spread our tired 
limbs across the seats of the tiny, red train 
which will trundle us home to Geneva, by 
way of Brig. And with a final sausage and a 
beer, we will make a toast to our 
indefatigable leader:  thank you Fearless 
Frerichs for yet another unforgettable ELCG 
outing!  
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Rendez-Vous With Grete Willis 

1. When did you come to Geneva?  Why? We arrived in March of 2014. We 

decided to move so my husband could accept the job as pastor of this 

congregation. 

2. Three adjectives that describe who you are?  Do you resemble your friends?  

I am responsible, friendly, and loyal. Most of my friends are a little wilder than me. 

4. Which traits do you appreciate in the opposite gender? Kindness, thoughtfulness, definitely even-

temperedness – pretty much the same qualities I appreciate in those of my own gender. 

5. Our Congregation…What place does it have in your life? Our Sunday service…? The Sunday service 

is a constant on my calendar. I always look forward to being with the community and I appreciate that 

my two-year-old son’s “liveliness” usually fits right in with our lively congregation and worship style. 

  6. Your prettiest landscape… where? The Boulder River valley in Montana, USA. 

7. The perfect dinner? The perfect dinner company?  

I would choose a light dinner, prepared by someone other than me, followed by a decadent dessert. I’d 

like to have my five siblings and my husband around the table. 

 8. Your greatest virtue? And vice…? 

 I suspect I have exceptional patience. My greatest vice these days is my lack of dedication to studying 

French. 

9. Your best decision? 

A great decision I made 15 years ago was to take a summer job as a backpacking guide in the Rocky 

Mountains. There I met my future husband and a few of my dearest friends. 

10. At the highest summit: which painting?  Which book?  Which movie?  Which music? It’s hard to pick                      

favorites, but my top recent reads are “East of Eden” by John Steinbeck and “The Fault In Our Stars” 

by John Green. 

11. Your greatest fear? Hopping off a TPG bus and forgetting my child in his stroller on the bus! 

 12. After secondary school, what was your next step?  Did you have a ‘master plan’ for your future?  

 I volunteered as an English teacher in China for two years. It was a fantastic, challenging 

experience and bought me some time to come up with a plan for after university. I’ve never had 

much success with “master plans.” 

  13. How do you relax? Sometimes yoga, sometimes a glass of wine. 
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ELCG & Music     By Maarten Wilbers 

Wikipedia on hymns in the Protestant Reformation:  

The Protestant Reformation resulted in two conflicting attitudes to hymns. One 
approach, the regulative principle of worship, favoured by many Zwinglians, 
Calvinists and other radical reformers, considered anything that was not 
directly authorized by the Bible to be a novel and Catholic introduction to 
worship, which was to be rejected.  All hymns that were not direct quotations 
from the Bible fell into this category.  Such hymns were banned, along with any form of instrumental 
musical accompaniment.  This was known as exclusive psalmody.  

… and on Luther’s strand of Reformation:  

The other Reformation approach, favoured by Martin Luther, produced a burst of hymn writing and 
congregational singing. Luther and his followers often used their hymns, or chorales, to teach tenets 
of the faith to worshippers. The earlier English writers tended to paraphrase biblical text, particularly 
Psalms; Isaac Watts followed this tradition, but is also credited as having written the first English 
hymn that was not a direct paraphrase of Scripture. Later writers took even more freedom, some even 
including allegory and metaphor in their texts.  

… Our website’s description of the ELCG worship:  

Every Sunday morning we gather for worship. We follow the basic order of Lutheran worship, 
including weekly communion, but this order is filled with songs from all over the world, drama, 
dance, art, flowers and ways of prayer and worship from the cultures represented in our 
congregation. God's Word is vivid and vibrant in our midst as our multi-talented congregation 
engages week upon week, with the Spirit and with each other, to discern God's will for our lives. We 
sing songs that are old for some and new for others. We learn each other's rhythms and discover God 
feeding us around God's table from each other's hands.  

… and so each Sunday, we gently sing a Japanese lullaby, move our feet to an African tune, are lost in 
thought at the wail of a Palestinian Agnus Dei, or marvel at the perfect structure of a Bach 
composition.  

We asked two of our Ministers of Music, Terry MacArthur and Andrew Donaldson, our Pastor and 
our member Friedrich Lohmann, professor of Theology, to share with us their thoughts on the theme 
of 'music and faith' in response to these questions:  

It is generally understood that music affects our emotions.  It can draw from us sadness or joy.  It can 
set us to dancing.  But how does the music we use in church affect our thinking about our faith?  In 
what ways do different styles of music change how we understand communion, for instance?  How 
does it change not only our emotions but also our perceptions?  And what, in your view, is the 
'division of roles' between the actual music and the lyrics?  
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Friedrich:  

I wouldn’t distinguish that much between emotions and perceptions. It is the 
miracle of music that it can change our perceptions through emotions. We have a 
memory for melodies and for sounds that goes much deeper than thoughts. The 
sound of an organ may unconsciously remind us of our childhood experience of 
church: the solid walls of the building, the festive feelings of the people inside. 
Strings with their vibrato recall human voices, like experiencing anew our parents’ 
lullabies. Everything gets more complex when lyrics and music are put together. 
There are no special instruments, no special rhythms, no special melodies for sacred music. Bach, who 
used the same melodies for different occasions, has proved that every piece of ‘normal’ music can 
become sacred when it is used with a sacred text. The only condition for an uplifting hymn is that 
words and music fit well together. As if nothing could be added or left out.  

In terms of my personal preferences, what springs immediately to my mind are the psalms that have 
been composed for choir by Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy. My favorite for years has been his version 
of Simeon’s song, the ‘Nunc dimittis’ (Mendelssohn op. 69 no. 1), closing with the ‘Gloria Patri’. A 
short piece of unassuming a cappella music, and just because of its soberness the most complete 
human thanksgiving to God I can imagine.  

Andrew:  

‘Hallelujah!’  

It was when the music stopped that I screamed for joy.   

It was in 1971, in Massey Hall, then Toronto’s prime concert venue. The Toronto Mendelssohn Choir 
and the Toronto Symphony were presenting Handel’s “Messiah.” The whole audience was on its feet.  

I just, barely, managed to keep the scream inside.   

I was very conscious of my Northern Ontario roots, and knew that the audience, dressed to the nines, 
would not have appreciated my joyful outburst during that famous two-beat rest.  

Actually, the first song that surprised, delighted, intrigued me, 
was “God rest ye merry, gentlemen,” sung by an ordinary group 
of kids at the gospel chapel in Timmins, Ontario, when I was 
about 6 or 7.  

It was something about the way the harmony changed into the 
refrain as you sing “Oh, tidings of comfort and joy” that made my 
7-year-old self feel tingling and alive.  

I didn’t know then, of course, that as a carol, it was probably 
banned by church authorities at one time for being secular, 
profane.   
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It is the power of music to move us that impels us to attach specific meanings to it. Perhaps we can 
blame it on the Camerata, that Italian Renaissance movement that devised musical shapes and 
gestures to represent things or states of being. They taught that high, soaring notes could be used to 
dramatize the flight of birds, or angels, low notes and dense, growling harmonies for a descent into 
the earth, long notes to represent eternity, short notes for agitation, or anger, and so on.  

Handel worked in that tradition – think of the single, repeated pitch in “And the glory, the glory of 
the Lord” with the words “for the mouth of the Lord (hath spoken it).” He knew that his audience 
would understand that this single repeated note stood for permanence, eternal truth, and divine 
proclamation. “Hallelujah” dances up and down, like a child jumping for joy, or like King David 
dancing up and down, and exposing himself in unseemly fashion before the Ark of the Lord.   

Most vulgar and inappropriate; unlike Handel, who is always enjoyed by the most tasteful and 
discerning of audiences.   

The most basic way that we attach meaning to music is by dividing it into “sacred” and “secular,” as 
if sounds themselves were intrinsically profane or holy. But one thing that working in a cross-cultural 
environment teaches you is that meaning changes from community to community: an unspeakably 
rude sound in one community might be in common, everyday use in another.  

As our culture changes, what we consider “sacred” and “profane” also changes. A generation or two 
ago, singing the Korean folk song “Arirang” in church would make a Korean congregation very 
uncomfortable. But it has been in use in North America as a hymn tune since at least the early 
nineties, and more recently it has started to be used by Korean composers as a hymn. “You are holy, 
you are whole,” or “Canción de l’esperance” – both idioms come from outside the church walls: street 
dance and brothel songs.  

African American church music – regularly crosses over from use in church to appearances in concert 
venues – and back again. At our own congregation, we cross over from sacred to secular all the time, 
and I am sure that at one time or another each one of us has been surprised (and not delighted?) at the 
musical choice, as if we had come to church to find the sanctuary littered with garbage.    

Oh, right. We’ve done that, too.  

What is the “proper” language – musically or lyrically – to use when we gather to worship God? What 
are fit subjects for our “solemn assemblies”? The answer is not simple, nor eternally stable, like those 
long notes in Bach or Handel.  

Whether in our choice of language, our musical choices, our liturgies, we must honour each other, 
treat each other with respect. That said, I believe that our faith communities wither on the vine if we 
are satisfied with a greeting-card Christianity and a smooth-tasting, go-down-easy music to go with it. 
What is proper or appropriate depends on the intent, the purpose of what we are expressing.  

I always go back to the Bible. Everything is there, from the coarsest and the filthiest to the most lofty, 
pure and inspiring.   

“Tidings of comfort and joy,” I sang as a 7-year-old preacher’s kid. I knew even then that there was 
not only comfort and joy in the story that was the foundation of my faith. I knew that there was 
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trouble around Mary being pregnant; I knew that the family had to flee a murdering tyrant; I knew 
that Jesus was not headed for a picture-perfect life, or a heroic death, and I knew from my parents’ 
choices that following him was not all “come-come-come to the church in the Wild-wood.”  

During this season of Advent, Christmas and Epiphany, I give thanks for the words and music of 
lyricists, composers and liturgists who scale the heights, plummet to the depths, and move us through 
both sacred and profane to “a more profound Hallelujah.”  

Soli Deo Gloria.  

Pastor Andy:  

I was a university student when I first worshipped in a language not my 
own. I was in Cairo, Egypt, for a month of study, and a few classmates and I 
snuck into the back of a church down the street from the dorms where we 
were staying. We had heard the sound of singing spilling out the doors and 
went in for a closer look.  

The service was in Arabic, and I didn’t understand a word. But a kind man at the back of the church 
sat behind my friends and me and gave us a running translation of what was going on. We nodded 
through the liturgy, hummed along when we could at the hymns. And when the service was over, I 
was buzzing with a new realization from my head to my toes: the church was so much bigger than I 
knew.  

I had known it in my head, of course. But this was different—now I knew it in my lungs and in my 
gut. These were people of faith, singing a song very different from the ones I knew.  

To me, that’s much of what music does in church. Yes, it teaches us theology in the words we sing—
study after study proves that people remember the words of hymns far better than they will ever 
remember the words of sermons. But music also teaches us theology in the experience of singing 
together. When we make music together, we remember not just the words, but how we felt—even 
more, who we were together while we sang.  

And that’s one of the reasons I love the way we make music in our congregation. I learn theology 
from the words, yes; and I learn from the experience of singing together. From singing songs that are 
familiar, and songs from cultures not my own, from singing a Kyrie that bounces and a Sanctus that 
pleads. I learn more of what it means to be part of the body of Christ and of a church that’s always 
bigger and richer than I know.  

Terry:  

At the first World Council of Churches worship workshop I attended even 
before I was working for the WCC, Pablo Sosa, one of the Argentine 
grandfathers of ecumenical worship, was teaching us about the Sanctus from El 
Salvador. The words of the traditional Sanctus had been altered to reflect a God 
present and active with God’s people. The rhythm accentuated the sense of God 
walking alongside the worshippers. This was already a big change from the 
stately sense of Holy, holy, holy that many of us had inherited. God was more like Queen Elisabeth 
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than connected with peasants struggling for food and land. It was not just the new ideas; we were also 
struggling with syncopation and the explosion of Spanish words that confronts singers of this lively 
song, especially in the verse. So Pablo thought it might help us to sing the English translation, since 
the main language of the meeting was English. However, being feisty musicians, not giving up 
quickly, we had a go at the Spanish anyway. Pablo stopped us. ‘Why do you not sing Holy, holy? Is 
there something which allows you to sing Santo, santo to this rhythm, but which keeps you from 
using the word Holy? Can you not conceive of the holiness of God, which might picture God as 
dancing alongside, rather than high and lifted up on a throne?’ Then we rather sheepishly sang, Holy, 
holy, although as I remember Pablo’s question hung over that rendition.     

Friedrich Lohmann and his family in our church 
courtyard: an entire orchestra in their                        
own right! 

When we put the sounds from the CERN collider 
with the Sanctus one Advent, the hope was that 
we might conceive of God present not only in 
human relationships, but also within the actions 
of atoms crashing into one another at break-neck 
speed. God is maybe not just a grandfather 
seated high and lifted up, but in the midst of the 
smallest of events.  

 

Sometimes it is not any particular song or rhythm that matters, but the sound of voices. The voices of 
others speaks that the body of Christ is not just a piece of bread, but a community. When my voice 
gets old and tired, other voices will sing, just as we imagine the voices of those who have gone before 
us singing along with us. The community singing keeps reminding me that I am not alone. God is 
present in the voices around me.  

 

Turtle Beach      By André du Plessis  

 
40 years after hatching, and after swimming thousands and thousands of miles in the 
oceans exploring distant waters, turtles return to exactly the same spot of beach 
where they were born and lay their eggs. 
 
In a year of personal upheaval and change, how fortunate I was to have a week on a 
beach in Mexico. I guess I could've been at a resort sipping a piña colada (not a bad 
thing by any description!), but I actually spent a week with my friends Peppi and Ricardo who run a 
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turtle sanctuary near Nautla in Veracruz State, on the Gulf of Mexico. How different from my 
everyday work to get up in the morning and head out on to the beach looking for turtle nests. The 
mother turtle would have climbed on to the beach during the night and laid up to 200 eggs in the sand 
before heading back to the ocean. If left alone, maybe a few dozen of those eggs end up producing 

turtles that survive the hatching process, the 
journey up through the sand and the few meters 
dash down the beach to the waves. With a helping 
hand from those who work or volunteer at the 
turtle sanctuary, that statistic rises to nearly 100%. 
 
Sure: nature's circle of life means that it's natural 
for some baby turtles to be "picked off" by 
predators or to die naturally on the way. The 
trouble is, we human beings have interrupted that 
cycle at so many different points that the turtles 
are losing an uphill battle. We pillage their nests 
for eggs, we throw plastic bags in the oceans that 
they eat mistaking them for jellyfish, our outboard 

motors slice off their legs, and rising sea levels and coastal development are taking away the patches 
of beach they use for their nest. So these turtles deserve a helping hand, and that’s what Ricardo and 
Peppi and their staff and volunteers do. 
 
45 days after salvaging the eggs and storing them in the sanctuary, they hatch. Hundreds of little 
turtles breaking through those shells in safety every day!  
 
Buckets full of life; baby turtles scrambling over each other and eager to head back to their real home: 
the ocean.  
 
At sunrise or sunset each day, people from 
the sanctuary head down to the beach with 
these turtles to release them. Poured onto 
the beach, they scuttle down to the crashing 
waves and immediately swim out. You 
might catch a glimpse of their tiny heads 
coming up for breath, but all too soon 
they’re gone.  
 
There’s of course a tinge sense of sadness as 
they go. They’ve been with us for 45 days, 
and we’re saying goodbye to our “babies.” 
And the statistics aren’t great. It’ll probably 
take thousands of turtles to be released for 
just one to come back. 
 
However, there’s also a sense of connection, hope and new life. These brave little souls head out and 
they will come back. And we helped them on their way. 
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It’s a tiny thing we can do in the face of so much difficulty, but it’s doing something. It’s investing in 
the future. It’s caring for God’s creation. It’s taking a moment to recognize the wonder, diversity, 
complexity and inter-connectedness of our planet. 
 
And in that moment we can also glimpse God and sense his plan and care for all creation. I was 
reminded of that verse: “If I take the wings of the morning and dwell in the uttermost parts of the sea, 
even there your hand shall lead me, and your right hand shall hold me.” Psalm 139:9 
 

Goodbye little turtles. Swim safe. You are 
not alone.  
 
¡Hasta 40 años! 
 
 
NOTE: The Fundación Yepez A.C. is a non-
governmental organization, dedicated to the 
conservation and protection of sea turtles 
amongst other things. Their website can be 
found here: www.tortugasfundacionyepez.com 

 

 

 

 

Jonah, An Ordinary Man           By Hiromi Yano 

When the words of the Lord came to Jonah to "go to the great city of 
Nineveh and preach against it, because its wickedness ha[d] come up before 
[God]," Jonah did not reply and fled by ship to Tarshish. And throughout 
the text, Jonah is described as disobeying the Lord. Why was this text of a 
seemingly lousy prophet included in the Bible? To make us laugh? There 
must be a deeper purpose.   

The lesson I took from the story of Jonah is this: that God works through human beings, even those 
who are fearful and disobedient. God does not always summon the most faithful and the bravest.   

The Book of Jonah tells the story of a prophet who was called by God to preach repentance to the city 
of Nineveh (which was located in modern-day Iraq), but refused to do so. The habitants of Nineveh 
were known for doing terrible things, and Jonah may have tried to run away because he was afraid. 
After all kinds of adventures – most notoriously, in the belly of a whale -- Jonah goes to Nineveh and 
delivers a message. But rather than preaching repentance, he merely uttered these eight words: “Forty 
more days and Nineveh will be overthrown.”   

Although Jonah has a bad reputation for his disobedience, I can understand his fear. What if the word 
of the Lord came to me now, asking me to go to a huge city where terrorists or a dictator reigned, and 

http://www.tortugasfundacionyepez.com/
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to preach against it? I know better than to try to escape from God, but I would probably try to find an 
excuse, and to argue that there must be somebody better suited for the job. That would be a "normal" 
human reaction.   

Jonah did not faithfully deliver the message of repentance, and once again I can identify with his 
shortcoming. I imagine myself standing on one of the busy streets of a lawless foreign city. Worried 
and fearful, I can imagine reluctantly and hastily delivering the message in a small voice. I can 
imagine leaving in a hurry, reassuring myself that I’d done my job.   

In fact, Jonah didn't do a good job, and in my imaginary scenario, neither did I. God, however, made 
the city repent. Ultimately it was His work.   

What is important for me is that God chose Jonah for the job, despite his obvious deficiencies. If we 
were to scorn Jonah for being such a lousy prophet, are we not, by doing so, scorning the fact that God 
chose Jonah? God must have had very good reasons for choosing Jonah. How can we assume that we 
human beings can accurately evaluate who is the most faithful and the bravest in God’s eyes?   

I find it encouraging that God chooses to work through ordinary people like me and Jonah, and not 
just through the most faithful and the bravest. If God only chose the best, how could an ordinary 
person – myself included – respond to the call of faith?   

 

Christmas in Meru, Kenya      By Cynthia Wilbers  

 
Meru, Kenya: The day before Xmas was always a bustle of activity. We children 
could barely contain our excitement as we helped the grown-ups get the chores 
done. The compound had to be swept clean, water fetched from the river, 
firewood collected and stacked in readiness for the feast to come. Chickens had to 
be caught and killed. The chickens were familiar to us. We had given them names 
like ‘Blackie’, ‘Speckled’ and ‘Noisy’. But we were poor farm kids and any kind of 
meat was a very special treat. So we suppressed any qualms we might have had 
about eating our ‘pets’ and with much hilarity, chased down our squawking 
quarry and, having captured them, brought them back in ragged procession, to the kitchen-hut for 
slaughter. 
 
We woke up early on Christmas morning, bubbling over with excitement for the coming day. We 
would get to wear our new clothes! We didn’t often get anything new but today, everything we had 
on would be brand new and of our own choosing. A new dress for the girls, shorts and a shirt for the 
boys and a pair of colourful plastic sandals for each one of us. 
 
Going to church was at the centre of Christmas day for our family and for our community. So, with 
Bibles in hand, skipping along and chattering, we trailed after my grandparents, uncles and aunts to 
our small village school which on Sundays, served as a worship space. We greeted friends and 
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neighbours as the whole village streamed in for this very special service to celebrate the blessed baby 
Jesus, Mary and Joseph, the angels, the wise men, the shepherds and the guiding Star of Bethlehem.  
 
The services were always animated and beautiful with the uniformed choir harmonizing and dancing 
in step to many a merry Christmas tune. But, what with the sermon and the readings and the personal 
testimonials, it did start to get a bit too long for a hungry six-year-old, trying hard to keep her mind 
on the Word of the Lord and not on the sizzling chicken dish that awaited her at home. So with my 
young thoughts flitting between food and faith, I waited. 
 
And then, the pastor was giving the final blessing, and with the choir leading us in song and dance, 
we spilled out into the warm, bright, sunlit day. Under the purple-canopied jacarandas and the fiery-
reds of the Nandi flames, we wished each other God’s blessings on this beautiful Christmas day and 
headed for home where our celebratory feast awaited. 
 
Geneva, Switzerland: Today, quite a bit older maybe a little wiser, this scene comes back to me as if it 
were yesterday. And looking around me, I wonder what that hungry six-year-old, standing in the 
sunlight, under the purple-canopied jacarandas and the fiery-red Nandi flames would have thought 
of our ceiling-high Christmas tree, decorated in red, green and gold with fairy lights blinking. What 
would she, in her one new dress and her coloured plastic sandals, have made of the pile of gaily-
wrapped presents spilling out from under our tree? How would she, who is offered a rare chicken 
dish only on very special occasions, exclaim at seeing our table, groaning with an array of myriad 
platters? Would she envy us? Would she be just a little jealous of our beautiful Christmas tree, our 
pile of presents, our spread of meat dishes that she could only have dreamed of? I wonder.  
 
But I do know that, with all the riches that surround me, I would be a little jealous of her. I would 
envy the warm simplicity of her life in the village, the communal bonds which bound her with love to 
those around her, the timeless traditions which rooted her to her place in the world and most of all, I 
would envy her ability to delight in the smallest of life’s pleasures. 
 
So, in the voice of my older, wiser self but in the spirit of that carefree and contented six-year-old who 
was once me, I would like to wish you all a very merry Christmas filled with warmth, love, simplicity 
and a delight in the smallest of life’s pleasures. 
 
Merry Xmas! 
 
 
 

Pastor’s Column – Advent 2014 

Words, Words, Words 

My family and I just returned from a quick trip to Strasbourg, France, to see 

one of the oldest Christmas markets in Europe. This being our first December 

here and all, we thought we had better do it right. 

I loved the city, and of course it’s beautiful this time of year. Christmas lights along the streets, 

vendors in the squares selling vin chaud and gingerbread cookies, a lavishly decorated tree in the 
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centre of town. It’s beautiful, and it’s also a little overwhelming. The city calls itself “The Capital of 

Christmas” for this season, and while I’m guessing the market started out small all those years ago, 

today there’s far more there than you could ever take in. More food, more trinkets, more decorations 

than any life or home could handle. It’s a little like Christmas on steroids, and after a little while, I 

think we were all ready for something a little simpler, a little less. 

While the culture around us generally tends toward the view that more is always better, Advent is a 

time when we are especially invited into the sufficiency of less. The culture tells us we need much this 

time of year: presents, parties, paraphernalia, and of course money to pay for it all. And Advent 

reminds us that we need very little: space to pray, maybe a few candles, the company of loved ones. 

It’s in that spirit that we’ve chosen the Bible as our worship focus for Advent this year. Day after day, 

we are bombarded with far more words than we can handle: words to inform us and influence us and 

entertain us and sell us something. Where in the midst of it all do we find words that we can trust, 

words that nourish us and give us life? In worship this season, you’ll be given a few words of 

scripture every week. Not very many—a verse or two. And you’ll be invited to sit with those words 

throughout the week. To let them into your life; to commit them to memory if you wish. They’ll be 

words of comfort, joy, and promise, chosen by someone else in the community in the hope that they 

might turn out to be those kinds of words for you, too. 

It’s an exercise in listening for God in one of the places God has promised to be found. And it’s also an 

exercise in simplicity in this season that often feels anything but simple. I hope it’s an experience of 

grace for you, and maybe one of the great gifts of the season.  

Peace, 

Andy Willis  
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